lindenberg-anlagen.de

We are a leading innovative supplier of installations in the field of electrical energy systems.
Lindenberg-Anlagen GmbH is a manufacturer of diesel and gas generators for worldwide use in the
marine and industrial sectors. Our portfolio ranges from standardised power generators to customised
special units to complete turnkey power stations. In addition we work as a contract manufacturer for
well-known customers, e.g. in the areas of steel construction, exhaust silencers and machine housings.
Our special solutions and the quality of our products including the service have been appreciated by
the industry for 70 years. At the location in Overath (near Cologne) we employ around 120 people.

Service Technician / Engineer Electric
(male/female)

key tasks and responsibilities

The Service Engineer’s prime duty is to work mainly on client’s site and at the assembly of equipment
together with start-up support. You are responsible for commissioning, maintenance, overhauls, repair,
performance optimisation, revision, troubleshooting jobs onshore, offshore and in workshops.











You will act as executing Service Engineer mainly on LIAG supplied equipment
You will advise and support the customer and his personnel in all questions related to the
installation of LIAG supplied and auxiliary equipment
You will be the responsible person with regard to quality, health, safety and environmental issues,
as well as for any possible claim management associated with LIAG work activities at site
You will be responsible for the correct and safe installation of all supplied equipment according to
LIAG quality standards
You will solve problems during the installation process on site; you are the link to LIAG office /
workshop
You will lead and direct field service activities during assignment in line with instructions, schedule
and manpower resources; you lead a group of mechanics at site when necessary
You will monitor field sequence activities based on contractual scope and schedule and report
regularly to office and if needed to client
You will prepare tools, equipment, fixtures, etc. as required for the field service projects during
assignment to avoid any delays due to unavailability
You will monitor field sequence activities based on agreed scope and schedule and report
regularly to the office
You will ensure that all findings and work is clearly reported in writing, you provide all technical
reports as well as a final project report

what we expect from you









Education in Electric Engineering, Technician, recognized Technical Apprenticeship or equivalent
Minimum two years of job experience
Advanced analytical thinking, independent, punctual, resolute, hands on mentality
Mindset with a high degree of customer satisfaction and intimacy orientation
Very good coordination, organisation and communication skills in a highly dynamic environment
Excellent computer literacy, knowledge of PLC-Systems
Willingness to travel worldwide and fluent English and German language skills

what we offer





A complex and varied scope of tasks in which you will be working independently
Flat hierarchies and short decision-making processes
An attractive and performance-orientated salary

Please send your cogent and meaningful
application, including salary expectations
and earliest possible start date to:
Lindenberg-Anlagen GmbH
HR management - Mrs. Braams
Hoffnungsthaler Str. 41
D- 51491 Overath
Phone: +49 (0)2204 – 48 103 0
personal@lindenberg-anlagen.de
www.lindenberg-anlagen.de

